
MISERY STEPHEN KING

Misery is an American psychological horror thriller novel written by Stephen King and first published by Viking Press in
The novel's narrative is based on.

When he wakes, she tells him that she knows he has been out of his room and breaks his ankles with a
sledgehammer to prevent him from escaping again. Later, it is revealed that Annie had escaped through the
window and gone to get a chainsaw to kill Paul, dying from her head trauma in the process. Plot[ edit ] Paul
Sheldon, the author of the best-selling series of Victorian era romance novels featuring the character Misery
Chastain, has finished the series' final installment, in which Misery is killed off out of Paul's boredom of her.
There was a problem adding your email address. His agent wants him to write a non-fiction book on his
experiences, but Sheldon refuses, as he is obviously suffering psychological trauma and writer's block from
his experiences, and often suffers nightmares and hallucinations of Annie coming to get him for revenge. Paul
meekly replies "That is very sweet of you. When commenting on why he chose not to go that route, King said
Paul escapes the room but passes out, and upon awakening manages to alert officers who have come to search
for the missing Kushner. Burning for revenge, Paul finishes his novel, only to use the manuscript as a weapon
against his captor in the ironic, ferocious climax. Soon after, off comes his thumb; when a cop looking for
Paul shows up, Annie lawnmowers his head. He refuses until she threatens to withhold his drugs; so he begins
the book tantalizing chunks of which King seeds throughout this novel. A short battle ensues with Paul able to
stand on his broken left leg. By signing up you agree to our Terms of Service. You gotta think that later on
King worried that he had some version of Annie out there just waiting to chain him to typewriter to finish DT.
Later, when Paul complains about the typewriter breaking down, she cuts off his thumb with an electric knife.
Sheldon has released Misery's Return, and it is a hit. Annie uses a wooden cross to stab the cop repeatedly,
incapacitating him. Stating that he'll need to shift the pages around during his writing, in a few years Annie
will have nothing of the manuscript but smeared or blank pages. And then she substitutes it a second time, by
bringing him the typewriter. The two discuss his first post-Misery novel, and Marcia tells him about the
positive early buzz. He quickly douses the manuscript with the starter fluid he'd stolen and, while Annie
watches horrified, Paul sets the stack of paper ablaze. Paul replies that he does not care and that he wrote the
novel for himself. Annie tells Paul he'll have to go back to the drawing board and do better. The champagne is
also a sign of a deeper problem: in the perceived absence of success, and amid his constant need for
reassurance from his peers, Paul has begun to drink heavily to compensate. The local sheriff, Buster, is
investigating Paul's disappearance. Signet MMP Edition,  Paul vows to kill her. So once I was home again,
and well again, I made sure to sit down and reread Misery, paying careful attention to what the novel had to
say about writing. Like Paul, King would also have the experience of returning to writing being a matter of
overcoming physical pain but also finding it to be a way to escape it. When he finds Paul drugged in the
basement, Annie shoots Buster with a shotgun, killing him; she tells Paul that they must die together. A big
woman and solid all through; she is an absence of hiatus. Annie doesn't discover his escape from the room.
After Annie brings him the items he'd asked for, he sends her out of the room a final time. It is a form of
self-sabotage driven by his perpetual fear of not being good enough and never living up to his talent. Annie
comes up with a new plan: she wants him to write a sequel to Misery's Child, where Misery is brought back to
life. He has also become an alcoholic with writer's block. He noted that he wrote the idea on an American
Airlines cocktail napkin when he woke up so he could make sure to remember it, writing: "She speaks
earnestly but never quite makes eye contact. She buys a copy of Paul's latest book, Misery's Child , but after
learning that he has "murdered my" Misery, Annie flies into a rage, almost smashing a table on Paul's head.
Share This article is about the novel. Just as he says that Paul sees Annie and reacts with horror. Paul,
desperately needing Novril, picks the lock on his bedroom door with a bobby pin that had fallen from Annie's
hair. She is happy when Paul lets her read his new novel, but later admits she disliked the excessive swearing,
despite the fact that the book is written from the point of view of a street kid who grew up impoverished in a
big city.


